
SO-5xxx
substation equipment

S0-5xxx station level devices are a modular package of hardware, software 
and technology used for creating control and supervision systems at various 
levels of complexity. The following types of devices are available:

S0-51, S0-52, S0-52v11 object and bay control units
S0-5403 measuring converter
S0-5431 synchrocheck 
communication control units and S0-55 protection concentrators
S0-50 dispatch terminals with SYNDIS software (the SCADA/NMS type)

The bay control units make up the hardware part of the SYNDIS system to 
perform measurements, control, interlocking and signalling functions. 
Communication control units can integrate all kinds of station equipment, 
typically equipped with non-uniform physical and logical interfaces with the 
remote and local dispatch centres. 

The protection concentrators are particularly important. They are used for 
data transmission and acquisition from all kinds of digital protection relays 
available on the market. Voltage regulators, disturbance recorders, signali-
zation modules perform station level functions.

A modular structure and a simple configuration make it possible for the same 
elements to be used to build both simple and functionally complex systems at 
a competitive price.
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S0-5xxx devices 
< SO-50

< SO-5S

< SO-51

< SO-52v11 

< SO-52SC  

< SO-52R  

< SO-5403 

< SO-5431 

< SO-55

< SO-55TS

< SO-58

< KMT/KMR  

< ARST-01 

dispatch terminal with SYNDIS software SCADA/NMS type gives the operator access  to all data collected by the object-based 
part of the system and allows assessment of the current state of the object. It also enables controlling, runs the event log and 
records changes in the system.

real-time process server can collect, process, archive data from individual devices and make them available in a defined scope.

substation controller accepts 256 to 1024 binary signals and up to 128 analogue signals supplied to the main control room. It 
enables remote control of up to 256 binary outputs.

bay controller performs bay measurement, state acquisition, control sequences and interlock functions. It can be upgraded 
without limits by connecting a number of control units into a star, chain, bus or mixed structure. This control unit is mounted 
into a special casing, which makes it highly resistant.

central signaling module performs optic and sound signalization of the protection operation, faults and disturbance. It is 
possible to create a collective signal.

disturbance recorder for all voltage level substations.

programmable measurement converter  for monitoring the parameters of a monophase or a 3-phase power network.

synchrocheck  to control the process of connecting two areas of a power grid.

communication unit/ protection concentrator for all types of conversion and connections between the interfaces of mating 
devices. The control unit may serve as a data concentrator for protection devices. It performs control functions and enables 
operating automatics by means of regulating variables from different devices. The control unit is a diagnostic and a supervision 
centre for all the devices connected to it.

mimic board control unit controls up to 2816 LEDs. It is possible to connect up to 16 units, to display animation of operating 
devices.

controller for the wireless network measurements and controls. A group of such control units can be integrated in a wide, radio 
measurement and control network.

specialized devices for supervising and controlling the radio and television broadcasting stations. They are used for radio and 
television broadcast  input/output signal detections and measurements. Emission status diagnostics can be also performed.

transformer network voltage regulator keeps the given level of voltage and reactive power on the selected substation bus bars.
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